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WotLK Skinning Guide (1-450) This Wotlk Skinny Guide will show you the fastest and easiest way to align your Skinnig skill from 1 to 450. Start by visiting any Skinning trainer to learn The Skinning Apprentice. Levels 0-60 In 60 visit learn the next rank skinning. World of Warcraft Skinning is the most focused collection
profession. While others, like mining and herbs, agricultural materials used for several professions, collecting skins and skins from mobs only allows you to pursue Leatherworking as a basic, crafting profession. Because of this, it is recommended that only shamans, hunters, robbers, and druids pursue as a combination
of professions if they want to work out their own gear. In WotLK, Blizzard has added two endgame skinning items that you can trade directly on BoE, a rare and epic leatherworking model. Arctic fur and heavy leather Boreas can buy you recipes like a template: Giantmaim Legguards, Pattern: Revenant's Breastplate, or
Pattern: Polar Cord. Using these two as currencies and for crafting has the potential to result in exorbitant prices for stacks of them on AH. This can turn into huge profits or huge costs, depending on the economy of your server and your readiness for the farm. All you need to start is a skinning knife and you are ready to
go. The Old World, like most professions, Blizzard has made trainers in any capital able to teach you apprentice through artisan Skinning. All you have to do is ask the guard and follow their instructions. Harvesting After crossing through the Dark Portal, your master trainer will be in your first search area. Orda will talk to
Murut in Thrallmar, and the Alliance will talk to Elena Night in the Honourable Hold. If you have access to Shattrath, any player can also find Seymour in the Lower Town. Because Skinning depends on the level of crowd you kill, however, there are no obvious advantages to using a neutral coach. Northrend In Northrend,
Alliance players will find their Grand Master coach, Trapper Jack, in their fist-seeking area, Valiance Keep, just like in headband. Orde, however, will have to head to the village of Towna'le, which is northwest of Varsong Holda to the border of the Sholazar Basin. There they will find Tiponi Storm, who can teach them the
Grand Master Skinning. If you're doing a tannery job, you can also find your trainer, Avan Iceborn, in the village. If you have access to Dalaran, you can also learn the Grand Master from Derick Marks, but as in the blank, there are no obvious advantages offered by a neutral trainer. In vanilla, skinning alignment is a pretty
laborious process. Like other collecting professions, materials will appear in appropriate levels, but because the skin From mobs, you will need to go to areas with skinnable creatures in specific level ranges to increase your skill. If you are you this should happen naturally, but if you use this as a power alignment guide,
the zones in which you can complete the circuits, or loops, are listed below and marked K for Kalimdor or EK for the Eastern Kingdoms. 1 - 65: Destroyed leather scratches and light skin To begin with, all you have to do is leave your capital and kill the beasts in the vicinity, regardless of faction or continent. They should
all drop shattered leather scratches or light skin. Once you have reached 65, go back to your trainer and learn Journeyman Skinning. 65 - 150: Medium skin and heavy skin Once you peel heavy enough skin to reach 150, you should go to know expert skinning. 150 - 225: Heavy skin and thick skin continue to collect
heavy skin until you reach about 175 or 180. You can continue in the same areas as above. After, you can start collecting thick skin that is usually dropped on mobs between 45 - 52. Most higher-level zones should have whelps or other beasts, but this is especially easy to farm in: Azshara (K) Feralas (K) Burning
Steppes (EK) When you reach 225, it's time to train up to the artisan and start packing vanilla content. 225 - 275: Thick skin and rugged skin Once you peel enough to hit at least 275, you can cross into the blank and become a master. If you want to stay in The Old World content until you hit 300 to avoid some of the
competition for mobs in TBC, it's also quite possible. In the blank, the power alignment of your skinning is very easy. You will need to collect only two different materials: Knothide Skin and Fel Scales. Below are some different places of agriculture. 275 - 375: Knothide Skin and Fel Scales After you reached 375, it's time
to take the zeppelin in Northrend and complete the alignment. As with TBC, the size of the zones and one type of skin drop from the mobs in WotLK makes agriculture go much faster. If you have a level limited, or stumbled upon any of the areas below while searching, these spots in Sholazar and Storm Peaks can help
you reach you skill cover quickly. They also double as large spots for farm Borean skin to make heavy Borean skin. If you haven't reached them yet, you can skin the beasts in Grizzly Hills or The Howe Fjord. 375 - 450: Borean Skin Once you have reached 450, the value of Skinning lies in your ability to farm heavy
borean skin and arctic fur. You can use these two materials to buy high-level leather models from Braeg Stoutbeard in Dalaran. The hardware created by these templates can enhance iLvl players prior to the raid or offer an initial advantage in other endgame content; all gear is also BoE, which means it can be sold on AH
potentially huge For 3x heavy Borean Leather, the epic patterns you can purchase are: You can also trade 10x heavy Borean leather for 1x Arctic Fur. For 2x Arctic fur, you can purchase: purchase: For WoW Patch 3.0.3 This WoW Skinning Guide will show you the quickest and easiest way to align your skinning
profession from 1 to 450. Just to note that this Skinning guide isn't about having gold with skin, it's just a guide that will show you the fastest way to align your skin. If you are low on gold, I recommend you try this gold make guide, it can help you make loads of gold. You should also understand that this is not a guide to
alignment, so if you are looking for a guide to alignment, the best of them is a 1 - 80 level guide. This guide is designed for higher-level players who want to change professions at a higher level, but that does not mean that it is not good for lower-level players. The level of your skinning will be easy, and even easier if you
use this skinning guide, but hell is really boring. You will have to run around and skin hundreds or even thousands of mobs in WoW. I found many other skinning guides on the internet, they just list the best zones, usually the zone with the most beasts in it. however, while you travel between these zones, you will lose a lot
of time and you won't align your skin faster. This Skinning guide will show you two simple paths, which I found the fastest way to level the Skinning, one for the Horde and one for the Alliance. You can find a few formulas below, they can help you while you will align your skin. Before skinning 100, you can learn the
highest level of crowd you can skin: ((Skinning skill)/10). Example: ( ( 50 /10) Nos. 10 and 15 From skinting level 100 and above formula simply: (Skinning skill)/5. Example: (175/5 and 35) Skinning is the best combined with leatherworking, if you want to align leatherworking too, make sure to check out our Leather
Aligning Guide. To learn the next level of skill. please note that even if the crowd is red/orange for you, that doesn't guarantee that you'll get your skills up. It's more likely, but shouldn't be expected every time. Skinning Guide Sections: Related Guide: WoW Leather Alignment Guide 1-450. 1-75 Skinning Guide Visit Any
Skinning Trainer Located in World of Warcraft and learn Skinning Apprentice. Don't forget to buy SKINNING KNIFE. I've always forgotten that. Once you've bought a knife, just follow the zones listed in the guide. This knife should not be equipped. Beasts in the immediate starting zone can't be skinned because it's an
area for level 1-6 players and you won't have any profession until you reach Level 5. Alliance: 1 to 50 make a circle This lake near Ironforge when you reach 50 you can go and visit your trainer Skinning at Ironforge and learn Journeyman Skinning. Once you've recognized it, you can continue to align align up to 75, while
you're heading towards Loch Modan. Keep in mind this doesn't guarantee that you will reach 75, but if you don't reach it you can just still go to Loch Modan, lower skills will suffice too. (click on the picture to zoom in) Horde: From 1 to 75 you will start in the village of Saint'Jean in Durotar and head to Orgrimmar, while you
skin every beast you see. When you reach Orgrimmar, visit your Skinning trainer and learn Journeyman Skinning. Then fly to Crossroads, which is in The Barrens. Keep in mind this doesn't guarantee that you will reach 75, but if you don't reach it you can just still go to Orgrimmar, Skinning 50 will suffice too. (Click on the
picture to zoom in) 75-155/165 Skinning Alliance Guide: From 75 to 115 follow the path you see in the picture below, after reaching 115 you can head towards the wetlands. If you go there at a lower level of skinning, there may be some beast that you won't be able to skin. (click on the picture to enlarge) From 115 to
about 140, follow what river you see in the picture and the skin of the beasts you find. At 140 or a little more, you will reach the city and you will have to fly to Ironforge in order to learn expert skinning. Once you've learned the skill, fly back to the wetlands and continue to align your skinning to 155, so you'll be able to skin-
level 31 predators in Arathi, which is the next part of this Skinning Guide. (click on the picture to zoom in) Horde: 75-125 Skin Beasts you will find while you head to Camp Taurajo. Make sure you have Skinning 125 when you reach the camp, otherwise Dranh's Camp Taurajo won't be able to teach Skinning experts to
you. From 125 to 165 head to the thousand needles and skin of animals you see. Honestly, I feel sorry for the Alliance players at this point of leadership. Hordes of players have such good travel roads, it's much easier to align Skinning as a Player of the Horde than as an alliance. (Click on the picture to zoom in) 155/165-



205 Alliance Skinning Guide: Follow this path on the map from 155-170 when you reach 170 you can head to orange part 170-205. You will find a higher level of predators there. However, in the southeast corner of the orange zone are predators 36-37 level. Don't go there until you have Skinning 180. Once you have
reached Skinning 205, you can go to Ironforge and learn Artisan Skinning. When you learn the skill, go to Feralas. (click on the picture to zoom in) Horde: From 165 to 205 just follow the path you see in the picture. Make sure you have Skinning 205 before you leave thousands of needles. After 205 go to Tanaris and fly to
Feralas, in Feralas to find Kulleg Stonehorn he will teach you artisan Skinning. (Click on the picture to The 205-300 Skinny Guide from 205 to 230 is just a leather crowd around Camp Mojache, this one is doable for both the Horde and the Alliance. When you reach 230, mount and head to Yeti Yeti this is the place where
you can see part 230-260 on the map. If the yeti cave is on someone's farm, you can head south and kill the Hippogriffs. Once you have reached 260, follow the path to Part 260-280. There is another Yeti cave out there, but those Yetis are higher levels. When you have killed all of them, you can find many beasts in front
of the cave. On Skinning 280 you can fly to the Crater Un'goro, however you can stay here too, and skill up your skin by killing the beast in front of the cave. (click on the picture to zoom in) (Click on the picture to zoom in) 300-375 Skinning Guide From Here you will get skills much less often as you will see in the picture
below. (click on the picture to zoom in) Go to Thrallmar and find Muruta, if you're a Horde player, he'll teach you Master Skinning. For the Alliance, head to Honor Holde and find Elena the Night. The paths on the map are pretty simple. Just follow these paths and when you reach 330, go to Nagrand. (click on the picture
to zoom in) Kill Talbuqs and Clefthufs. (Click on the picture to enlarge) 360-450 Skinning Guide Soon... I hope you enjoyed this Skinning guide, Gz up to 450! Source: WoW Skinning Guide 1-450 Skinning Alignment Guide - I Didn't Write This! These ads disappear when you log in. Heh, this is the skinning guide I used to
get from the 1-450 XD great find How is this a big find when it copies and pastes it DIRECTLY. All he did was say he didn't write. WoW Skinning Guide 1-450 Skinning Alignment Guide.. by the way idiot, where 360-450 .. nvm saw that it wasn't realeased why did you name 1-450 then? BTW lining skinning is really easy
also if you google skinning guide this is the second result you get, I love this guide, for 1 time in my life I think the guide is fully explained, even with pics and stuff, all the other guides just show from 1 - 75 go there and 75 - 150 this explains the routes even, ty many won't imcour imccours. but very useful tho tho tho tho
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